
 

 

 Company:  Sabre Industries 
          7101 Southbridge Drive  
                    Sioux City, IA 51111                    
PC Support: Installs new or upgrades PC, printer, and accessory equipment for individual users. Maintains an accurate 

inventory of all PCs and PC-related equipment. Responds to assigned Help Desk tickets within established guidelines. 

Maintains favorable customer relations by handling requests in a tactful, timely and professional manner.  

Empowers end users by training and educating. Participates in after hours, on-call rotation for the Production Support 

group. Interacts with network services and/or applications development teams. Maintains current and high level of 

technical skill in field of expertise. Escalates more complex problems using Departmental resources and Product Support.  

Welder: Prepares materials for fabrication of welded products. Forms welded products by being welder certified for all 

materials and procedures. Assembles products by competently and safely operating tools such as hand tools, torches, 

grinders, overhead cranes, and weld machines. 

 Determines sequence of operations by reading & studying blueprints, specifications, and work orders. 

 Prepares items for fabrication by laying out & marking holes, cut lines, and other markings. 

 Contributes to a safe working environment by being responsible for quality, safety, organization, and cleanliness 

in your area of operation. 

 Contributes to team effort by communicating and working well with others. Uses overhead cranes to transport 

and move material. Overhead crane training will be required.(training will be completed in-house 

Maintenance: Performs diagnosis, testing, disassembly, inspecting, repair and re-assembly of plant equipment 

or components such as hydraulic and pneumatic cylinders, hydraulic shear, vacuum equipment, roller leveler, 

cranes, electrical boards and components, etc. Performs skilled trouble shooting and servicing of pneumatic and 

hydraulic components. Performs proper replacement and/or adjustment of mechanical clutches, drive trains, etc. 

Repairs worn parts, straightens and fabricates fixtures (welding, cutting, brazing, and surface hardening 

applications). Assists personnel and operators in proper direction of equipment repairs. Performs major and 

general repairs on all equipment. Records labor and material used on each repair made. Takes proper care and 

use of test equipment. Properly uses lift equipment (cranes, booms, man lifts, cherry picker, etc. Exercises 

communication skills pertaining to the job. Handles production coverage with little or no supervision as needed.  

Reports all abnormal conditions and safety hazards to supervisor. Performs housekeeping and other routine tasks 

as directed. Works safely, and to follow safe working practices, including Lockout/Tag out procedures and other 

safety procedures. Effectively uses the Epicore/Vantage computer system to report data, check job schedules, 

inventory levels, routings, bill of materials, as well as, train new and existing employees. 

CNC Programmer/ Machine Operator: Operates CNC machine to produce component parts. Performs 

daily required maintenance of machine, uses trouble shooting skills as necessary. Uses common shop 

mathematics to compute required angles & dimensions. Reads tape measure, angle finder & other necessary 

measuring devices. Reads blueprints and flat sheets to lay out work within tolerances to ensure accuracy and to 

meet required specs & department quality standards. Uses overhead bridge cranes to load & unload machine, 

requiring acceptable levels of eye, hand and foot coordination. Adjusts settings on the machine to ensure proper 

positions meet tolerances & various specifications. Reads & understands labor reporting system, and uses system 

to report work accomplished, as well as any needed shop or productivity reports. Uses all necessary safety 

equipment & procedures, to prevent injury to himself/herself or other personnel. 

Apply online at: www.sabreindustries.com/careers.aspx OR in person at the address 
listed above.  

We offer competitive wages & a full benefits package.  
 
 


